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REGIONAL MARKETS UPDATE

NORTH ASIA
Japan: 3.5 Stars － Attractive
 Eco Watcher’s Outlook Index reduced to 50.9 in Dec 2016, down from to 51.3 in Nov
 Nov Machine Orders raised sharply by 10.4% y-o-y, up from Dec’s 5.6% decline, yet the data fell 5.1% m-o-m
 Consumer Confidence Index improved to 43.1 in Dec, up from 40.9 in Nov
South Korea: 4.5 Stars － Very Attractive
 KRW’s depreciation streak reversed in Jan 2017 with a 2.7% appreciation against the USD (Data as of 20 Jan), as compared to the 2.44% depreciation seen during Dec 2016
 Dec Manufacturing PMI increased to 49.4, higher than 48.0 in Nov
 Exports rose by 6.4% y-o-y in Dec, compared to 2.5% in Nov
 Imports rose by 7.3% y-o-y in Dec, smaller than 9.3% in Nov

MARKET OUTLOOK
As at 20 January 2017,both the estimated earnings of Japanese equities for FY 2017 (ended March 2017) and FY 2018 (ended March 2018) have
been revised downwards by -6.84% and -4.79% year-to-date (in terms of fiscal year, ranging from 1 April 2016 to 20 January 2017) respectively.
Earnings of Japanese equities are expected to increase by 7.1% in FY 2017 and 10.9% in FY 2018. On the other hand, earnings of the South Korean
equity market are expected to increase by 17.1% in 2017 and 8.3% in 2018.
As we have previously mentioned, investors might have been too optimistic about Trump’s fiscal policies and the inflationary pressure that his policies
might generate. Some of the optimism started to fade with Trump’s recent statement mentioning how the USD is “too strong”. Consequently, the JPY
appreciated against the USD from around 118 JPY/USD to the current level of 113 JPY/USD, and accordingly, the Nikkei 225 Index dropped nearly 3.6% from its peak seen on 4 January earlier this year.
The correction could continue given that the market is closely monitoring what Trump will deliver during his first hundred days as president. If there
isn’t a strong indication that Trump can fully fulfill his promises of large tax cuts and strong fiscal stimulus, we could see the JPY appreciate and
further drag the Japanese equity market downwards.
Over in South Korea, on the back of increasing product price and profit margin, chip makers like Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix have witnessed
strong returns, propping up South Korea’s equity market amid its political turmoil. Although the semiconductor industry continues to remain robust, the
political scandal linked to former president Park Geun-hye is still a major risk factor for the Korean market.
Previously, prosecutors sought an arrest warrant for Samsung Electronics’ vice-chairman, Jay Y. Lee, claiming that he was involved in a bribery case
related to Park Heun-hye. Even though Jay was later released without any charges, there are worries that the political scandal could drag other
businesses into the turmoil. The latest forward-looking Consumer sentiment indicator released in late December points to a further deterioration in
consumers’ confidence, which could be harmful for future retail sales.
As at 20 January 2017, the estimated PE ratios of Nikkei 225 Index are at 19.0X for FY 2017 and 17.1X for FY 2018; the estimated PE ratios for the
KOSPI index was at 9.8X for 2017 and 9.1X for 2018. Valuations remain rather attractive compared with other markets. Thus, we maintain our star
ratings of the Japanese and the South Korean market at an “Attractive” rating of 3.5 stars and at a “Very Attractive” rating of 4.5 stars respectively.
**Japan’s fiscal year ended in March (e.g. FY 2016 ends in March 2016)
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